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Abstract
The characterization of human motion is an important field in Biomechanics. The recording of the
movement by using videogrammetric techniques has the advantage of not interfering with the
normal development of the human movement. In the upper limb, it can be used to assess the
impact of different pathologies on functionality or to improve the design of upper limb prostheses
according to patients’ needs, among others. Videogrammetric systems are in widespread use
amongst biomechanical researchers worldwide. They allow obtaining the 3D positions of a set of
markers attached to the body. Commercial systems, such as Vicon®, include models for the
analysis of the upper- limb motion, not including the detailed motion of the hand. Models for the
study of the hand movement are scarce or poorly described. Sancho-Bru et al. (2014) presented a
detailed model, hereby referred to as UJI-Hand model, allowing the measurement of 25 anatomical
angles.
In this work, the adaptation of the UJI-Hand model to the existent Vicon® Upper- Limb model is
presented, in order to obtain the anatomical angles of the full upper limb, including the hand.
Depending on the researcher needs to minimize the effects of occlusion amongst markers, removal
of two adhesive markers has been set as an option, at carpometacarpal joints of the middle and ring
fingers. These markers are interpolated from the location of the remaining ones. The maximum
difference introduced in the observation by this simplification, evaluated on 10 subjects, has been
established in 1.8º at the metacarpophalangeal joint of the middle finger. The total average for the
affected joints was 1.08º. The procedure of post-processing the 3D position of the markers to
obtain the joint angles has been fully documented and implemented in Matlab® using homogenous
transformation matrices. The code is available to the scientific community as UJI-Hand Toolbox
(DOI 10.13140/RG.2.2.13115.21282). An OpenSim model has been also adapted to graphically
validate the processed data and is provided together with it. The full upper limb model has already
proven its effectiveness on 5 subjects while performing six abstract object tasks of the SHAP
protocol.
Keywords: videogrammetry, markers, hand model, upper limb model, motion
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1.

Introduction

The characterization of human motion is an
important field in Biomechanics. The recording of
the movement by using videogrammetric
techniques has the advantage of not interfering
with the normal development of the human
movement. In the upper limb, it can be used to
assess the impact of different pathologies on
functionality [1] or to improve the design of upper
limb prostheses according to patients’ needs [2],
among others. Commercial systems, as Vicon®,
include models for the analysis of the upper-limb
motion [3], not including the detailed motion of the
hand. Models for the study of the hand movement
are scarce or poorly described. Sancho-Bru et al.
[4] presented a detailed model, hereby referred as
UJI-Hand model, allowing the measurement of 25
anatomical angles.
UJI-Hand model has been documented as open
Matlab® Toolbox to the scientific community
(downloadable from [5], DOI 10.13140 /
RG.2.2.13115.21282). It consists of a compilation
of functions for the post-processing of the hand
posture, by means of the treatment of the data
acquired with any videogrammetric system.
The present paper expounds a procedure to obtain
the anatomical angles of the full upper-limb,
including the hand. It stands on the combination of
the UJI-Hand model [4] and the Vicon® Upper
limb model [3]. The following section illustrates
the preparation, acquisition, and processing of the
data in a typical experiment. Later, an optional
setting of the procedure consisting of the
interpolation of two markers is discussed.
2.

Method
2.1. Preparation
acquisition

of

the

subject

and

Arm markers are attached by following the
indications provided in [3], while hand markers are
attached as described in [4] (Figure 1).
Importantly,
the
marker
on
the
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint of the middle
finger is also taken into account for the Vicon®
Upper-limb model as a reference to estimate the
wrist motion (RFIN in Figure 2). The hand model,
as described in [4], uses 29 markers. However,
markers on the carpometacarpal (CMC) joints at
medium (CMC3) and ring (CMC4) fingers
generate some occlusion problems at some frames
while performing trials from the perspective of the
cameras. This is mainly due to the proximity
amongst all CMC markers (Figure 2). Optionally,
and as discussed later, CMC3 and CMC4 markers

may be avoided. In such a case, they are linearly
interpolated between CMC2 and CMC5 in the
ulterior processing of the acquired data.

Figure 1. Upper limb labeling [3]. The hand is shown
unlabeled.

Figure 2. Hand labelling, viewed from both anatomical
reference postures for the hand [4]: Ref1 (for the fingers), and
Ref2 (for the thumb).

The motion of all reflective markers was registered
using a Vicon® motion-tracking system composed
of eight Bonita® infrared cameras with a 100 Hz
sampling frequency. First, markers were labeled in
all frames of the motion capture (Figure 1 and
Figure 3). The 3D position of the markers for each
frame, with respect to a Global Coordinate System
(GCS), was stored in an ASCII, comma-separated
value (CSV) file.

Figure 3. Left, subject ready for acquisition (CM C3 and
CM C4 markers not attached). Right, frame with all markers
labelled (CM C3 and CM C4 are interpolated).

2.2. Processing
2.2.1.Hand processing
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The theoretical basis for the processing of the
stored CSV file with the UJI-Hand model is
described in [4]. It provides the 25 joint angles
defining
the
hand
posture,
namely:
flexion/extension (F/E) and abduction/adduction
(Ab/Ad) at the CMC joint of the thumb and all the
MCP joints of the thumb and fingers; and F/E at
the interphalangeal (IP) joint of the thumb, at all
proximal and distal interphalangeal (PIP and DIP)
joints, and at the CMC joints of the ring and little
fingers. The scope of this paper is to give insight
into the Matlab® functions provided within the
UJI-Hand Toolbox.

proximal joint. The LCS of the wrist with respect
to the Global Coordinate System (GCS) set at the
workspace is referred as H_WRIST. By the same
token,
and
without
losing
generality,
H_FINGER(1,2) and H_FINGER(2,2) are the LCS
assigned to CMC2 and MCP2, respectively. Thus,
H _ FINGER(2, 2)  H _ FINGER(1, 2)  CMC 2T MCP 2 
 CMC 2T MCP 2   H _ FINGER(1, 2)   H _ FINGER(2, 2)
1

(1)

The homogeneous matrix CMC2 TMCP2 provides the
orientation and position of the LCS at MCP2 with
respect to the LCS at CMC2. By following this
notation, relative rotation between consecutive
LCS is easily achieved. Therefore, the assignation
of the LCS becomes the main issue to deal with at
All_Hand_Local_CS.m, in order to get the
anatomical angles of the fingers at the frame
analyzed.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the MAIN function processing the two
reference postures and the grasping posture.

Figure 4 shows the processing flowchart for the
whole capture of a trial. In it, the Matlab®
processing is described as follows: three CSV files
are the input, namely two static captures of the
hand reference postures (Figure 2) and the file with
all the frames recorded for the whole task. The two
reference postures, being Ref1 the neutral posture
for the fingers and Ref2 for the thumb [4], are first
processed to anatomical angles and combined to a
single hand reference posture (represented in
Figure 5). The anatomical angles of this posture
are stored and taken as starting posture from which
any adopted grasping posture is offset. Processing
of both the reference postures and the task have in
common that (i) all hand segments need to be
identified from the 3D markers location data
(structuration_handdata.m at UJI-Hand Toolbox),
(ii) the Local Coordinate Systems (LCS) of each
segment
has
to
be
determined
(All_Hand_Local_CS.m at UJI-Hand Toolbox),
and (iii) the relative position between segments
needs to be calculated.
In Robotics, homogeneous matrix notation is
employed to represent the orientation and position
of a LCS with respect to a different reference
frame. This notation has been adopted. Figure 6
shows a right hand in Ref1 posture with a
coordinate system assigned to each segment at its

Figure 5. Combining Ref1 and Ref2 postures into a single Ref
posture representation.

Figure 6. Homogeneous transformations amongst the LCS at
the wrist, the metacarpus and the proximal phalange of the
index finger in reference posture.

a) LCS definition at the wrist
H_WRIST is implemented as
 X_wrist(1) Y_wrist(1) Z_wrist(1) wrist_markers_loc(1,1) 
 X_wrist(2) Y_wrist(2) Z_wrist(2) wrist_markers_loc(1,2) 

H _ WRIST  
 X_wrist(3) Y_wrist(3) Z_wrist(3) wrist_markers_loc(1,3) 


0
0
0
1



(2)

The vectors X_wrist, Y_wrist and Z_wrist can be
calculated from the 3D position coordinates of the
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markers stored in the matrix wrist_marker_loc(i,:),
for every frame recorded by the videogrammetric
system (Figure 7). The index i refers to each
marker in the order RWRC, RWRA, RFRA, and
RWRB (Figure 2). The origin is set on the marker
RWRC. Thus,

m: from 1 to 5, the referred marker in the order
CMC, MCP, PIP, DIP, FT.;
n: from 1 to 3, the 3D marker coordinates x, y, z
in the GCS;
f: from 2 to 5, the referred finger in the order
index, middle, ring, and little.
Therefore, for fingers 2 to 5, the vectors at (7) are
calculated as

Y_wrist=

wrist_marker_loc(3,:)  wrist_marker_loc(1,:)
wrist_marker_loc(3,:)  wrist_marker_loc(1,:)

(3)

X_wrist=

Y_wrist  auxwrist
Y_wrist  auxwrist

(4)

Y(:,j,f )=

finger_markers_loc(j,:,f )  finger_markers_loc(j  1,:,f )
finger_markers_loc(j,:,f )  finger_markers_loc(j  1,:,f )

(8)

(5)

X(:,j,f )=

Y(:,j, f )  auxf(j, f ,:)
Y(:,j, f )  auxf(j, f ,:)

(9)

Z_wrist=X_wrist  Y_wrist

Z(:,j, f )=X(:,j, f )  Y(:,j, f )

being
auxwrist=wrist_marker_loc(2,:)-wrist_marker_loc(4,:)

(6)

(10)

The auxiliary vectors auxf for the metacarpal and
proximal segments are defined as depicted in
Figure 7. The auxf vectors for the medial and distal
segments in each finger are the corresponding
Z(:,2,f).
c) LCS definition at the thumb

Figure 7. LCS at the wrist (H_WRIST) and at the proximal
phalange of the index (H_FINGER(2,2)). Auxiliar vectors auxf
are also shown.

Figure 8. LCS and auxiliary vectors at the thumb.

b) LCS definition at the fingers
LCS at fingers f are defined, for each segment j
(metacarpal, proximal, medial and distal, see
Figure 7), on the marker at the proximal joint, j
from 1 to 4. As done for the wrist, homogeneous
notation matrices is employed, namely
 X(1,j,f ) Y(1,j,f ) Z(1,j,f ) finger_marker_loc(j,1,f ) 
 X(2,j,f ) Y(2,j,f ) Z(2,j,f ) finger_marker_loc(j,2,f ) 

H _ FINGER( j, f )  
 X(3,j,f ) Y(3,j,f ) Z(3,j,f ) finger_marker_loc(j,3,f ) 


0
0
1
 0


(7)

LCS at the thumb are calculated also using
equation (7) with f=1, but with the following
observations:
a. The markers on the thumb are CMC, MCPa,
MCPb, PIP, FT.
b. The Y vector is defined by (8) for the
metacarpal, proximal, and distal segments,
i.e. j from 1 to 3.
c. Two auxiliary vectors auxf for the metacarpal
and proximal segments (Figure 8) are defined
at reference posture (Ref2, Figure 2) by fitting
a plane by LSQ method and differentiating the
orientation with the finger_marker_loc(3,:,1)
(i.e. MCP1b). Note that these auxf vectors at
the reference posture lay onto the
corresponding YZ planes of their LCS.
d. At grasping posture, auxf vectors for the
metacarpal (auxf(1,1,:)) and proximal
(auxf(2,1,:)) segments are first defined with
the MCP1b marker. Secondly, the angles
between auxf(1,1,:) and the metacarpal plane
YZ and between auxf(2,1,:) and the proximal
phalange plane YZ are calculated, so that the
corresponding LCS may be rotated around the
Y axis forcing the auxiliary vectors to keep
the same angles with respect to the plane YZ,
at both the grasping posture and the reference
posture.
e. Z(:,2,1) is taken as the auxiliary vector for the
distal LCS of the thumb.
d) Calculation of the anatomical angles

For this, the 3D locations of the hand markers with
respect
to
the
GCS
are stored
as
finger_makers_loc(m,n,f), being:

Similarly to (1), with the LCS assigned at the
grasping posture and without losing generality
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(Figure 9), the transformation matrix at grasping
posture (Tg) between the same LCS is defined:
Tg MCP 2   Hg _ FINGER(1, 2)   Hg _ FINGER (2, 2)
1

CMC 2

the shoulder (avoiding the effect of the gimbal lock
problem).

(11)

Note that the corresponding transformation matrix
at the reference posture (T, eq. (1), see Figure 6),
between the same LCS, is needed to get the angle
offsets rotated from the starting reference posture,
namely (Figure 9):
MCP 2
MCP 2
Tg REF
  CMC 2Tg MCP2
_ COMPENSATED   CMC 2T
1

(12)

CMC 2

Figure 10. Upper arm axis located at the glenohumeral joint, at
the anatomical posture of the subject.

By following homogeneous notation matrices,
ZXY Euler Angles between consecutive LCS are
easily achieved [6]:
MCP 2
[Rotz,Rotx,Roty]=Ryxzsolv( CMC 2Tg REF
_ COMPENSATED )

(13)

The rotation on Z (Rotz) corresponds to the F/E,
and the rotation around X (Rotx) represents the
Ab/Ad. By the same procedure, all hand angles can
be solved iteratively from proximal to distal.

2.3. OpenSim simulation
OpenSim [8] is a freely available, user extensible
software system that lets users develop models of
musculoskeletal structures and generate dynamic
simulations of movement. It has been found to be
useful for visualizing and validating the processed
data, i.e. the arm angles together with those of the
hand calculated with the UJI-Hand model, for each
frame of the motion. For that, all anatomical angles
are rearranged with Matlab® and written into a
motion (.mot) file [9], which basically consists of a
succession of tab-delimited columns containing the
angle value for each joint in degrees, being each
row a frame of the capture.

Figure 9. Homogeneous transformations amongst the
metacarpus and the proximal phalange of the index finger at
grasping posture.

2.2.2.

Arm processing

Post-processing of the acquired 3D position of the
arm markers (Figure 1) to anatomical angles was
achieved within Vicon®-Nexus® processing
software with Vicon® Upper-limb model, by
following the indications of [3]. Shoulder, elbow
and wrist postures are provided as additional
columns in the exported .csv file together with the
position of the hand markers. The referred LCS for
the upper arm, forearm, and hand are defined
accordingly to [7], as shown in Figure 10. The
shoulder, elbow, and wrist postures are computed
by using two Euler angles conventions, namely:
XZY for the elbow (X, flexion-extension; Y,
internal-external rotation) and the wrist (X,
flexion-extension; Z, ab-adduction); and YZY for

Figure 11. Overview of the musculoskeletal model with
30 degrees of freedo m (DOFs).

2.3.1.

OpenSim model configuration

OpenSim
server
provides
open-source
musculoskeletal models (.osim) to the scientific
community [10]. It is a file that utilizes the XML
code structure to organize its contents. It also calls
a set of .vtp, .stl, or .obj geometry files to visualize
the model. The models available to date lacked
mobility for all segments of the fingers. One of
them [11] was modified to add all the desired
degrees of motion. The final .osim model (Figure
11) has those 23 joint angles mentioned in Section
2.2.1 for the hand plus other seven ones for the
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glenohumeral joint, the elbow, and the wrist. For
this, the original geometry files containing several
hand segments were split into one-segment
geometry files, by using SolidWorks®: first, opensource visualization applications ParaView and
MeshLab were used to convert .vtp files into .obj;
secondly, SolidWorks easily allowed the assembly
of the split segments, by matching their reference
coordinate systems. Finally, each entity was edited
to assign a new coordinate system at their proximal
end (Figure 12), according to the coordinate
systems used in UJI-Hand model [4]. Each
segment, with their new LCS, was saved in .stl
format from SolidWorks®. Note that the fine
location and orientation of this coordinate system
may be finally tuned within the OpenSim’s edit
options [12]. This option was also used to switch
the axis at the shoulder, to accommodate to the
YZY convention of the Vicon’s Upper-limb model
Figure 10.

Figure 12. The split finger bodies are matched to their
original relative position by means of their original
coordinate system, wich was located on the wrist. Later,
a new LCS is defined for each one.

Limits to the range of motion for each new joint
may be established in the .osim file. However, as
the visualized posture is dependent on the
processed anatomic angles, and they likely are
between the physiological limits, it may be
interesting to have wide limits to be able to detect
outlier postures (i.e. erratic processing). Otherwise,
the limit is not overtaken and erratic experimental
data could be overlooked.

2.4. Experiment description
Two experiments, approved by the University
Ethics Committees, were developed. After
providing written informed consent, the subjects
were prepared with 40 markers attached by
following [3] and [4] (Figure 13).
Experiment I (developed at Universitat Jaume I):
Ten right-handed healthy subjects (Table 1) were
asked to securely grasp four cylinders of different
diameters (Table 2 and Figure 14) in different
manners numbered accordingly to [13], namely:
palmar pinch (#9, only with C1), small/large
diameter (#1/#2), prismatic 4 finger (#6), parallel
extension (#22, only with C3). Additionally, three
users were asked to grab a TV remote control
(TVRC) with a light tool grasp (#5).
Table 1. Descriptive data of subjects participating in the
experiments, and trials performed (see [13] for grasp #). HL:
hand length (from the prox. palmar crease to the tip of the
middle finger); HB: hand breath (at the M CP heads)
Subject

Sex

HL
(mm)

HB
(mm)

C1
#9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M

162
174
181
174
169
175
188
201
167
170

78
74
82
77
74
75
84
89.5
73
83
TOTAL

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
27

C1 & C2 &
C3 & C4; #1
& #2 & #6

C2
#22

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
30

TVRC
#5

3
3
3

9

Each subject was seated at a table with his/her
right arm lying on it in a relaxed posture, and the
hand placed about 15 cm away from the object to
be grasped. After saving the reference postures
Ref1 and Ref2 (Figure 2), the subject was asked to
grasp each object and move it forward about 15
cm, and then return the hand to the initial location.
The grasping postures registered and processed to
anatomical angles were those corresponding to the
instant in which the object was at the maximal
height, ensuring that the subject's hand was
grasping it securely as requested. Three
consecutive repetitions were performed for each
trial. The number of valid trials performed by each
subject and processed to anatomical angles is
summarized in Table 1. The order of the objects
was set at random for each subject.
Table 2. Descriptive data of the cylinders used.
Cylinder Id
Diameter (mm)
Weight (g)
Height (mm)

C1
35
469
200

C2
50
469
200

C3
65
469
200

C4
90
469
200
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The data was then processed in two different ways,
firstly by considering all CMC reflective markers
attached. Secondly, by linearly interpolating
CMC3 and CMC4 between CMC2 and CMC5.

Figure 13. Combined arm and hand markers attached to the
subjects (image courtesy of [3]).

C3 #1 & #2

1.258

0.659

1.327

1.736

1.263

0.336

C4 #6

0.647

1.334

0.908

1.469

1.180

0.964

C4 #1 & #2

1.040

0.861

1.295

1.786

1.299

0.488

C2 #22

1.140

1.270

0.822

1.830

1.097

1.026

TVRC #5

1.843

1.454

1.795

0.917

1.075

1.611

max.

1.843

1.454

1.795

1.830

1.299

1.611

avg.

1.017

0.932

1.153

1.485

1.128

0.771

The present implementation of the UJI-Hand
Toolbox together with the Vicon's upper limb
model has already proven its usefulness at
University of Strathclyde on Experiment II. Figure
15 shows the evolution of the arm and hand angles
while performing a Light Sphere (Lsph) trial,
according to SHAP protocol [14] (Figure 3). More
detailed results have been published in [2].

Figure 14. From left to right: C1 to C4, and TV remote
control.

Experiment II (developed at University of
Strathclyde): Five right-handed healthy subjects
performed basic grasps with objects of the SHAP
protocol [14] in Activities of Daily Living (ADL).
In this case, CMC3 and CMC4 markers were not
attached to the subjects. These captures were
carried out with a Vicon® T-Series system made
up of 12 cameras (6 x T40 and 6 x T160) and a
Vicon® Nexus 2.3 server. The data was processed
as in Experiment I.
3.

Results

Table 3 shows the absolute difference, in degrees,
between the averaged values of the three
repetitions of each trial between the two
processings, for each anatomical angle on the
Openhand’s .osim model affected by this
consideration.
Table 3. Absolute difference, in degrees, between the two
processings, for each anatomical angle affected.
Absolute
difference

MCP 3
Ab/Ad

MCP 3
F/E

CMC4
F/E

MCP 4
Ab/Ad

MCP 4
F/E

CMC5
F/E

C1 #9

0.308

0.915

0.867

1.176

0.866

0.885

C1 #6

0.741

0.866

1.228

1.702

1.190

0.693

C1 #1 &
#2

1.257

0.390

1.199

1.046

1.012

0.648

C2 #6

0.716

0.866

1.112

1.592

1.064

0.628

C2 #1 & #2

1.472

0.566

1.108

1.540

1.232

0.505

C3 #6

0.763

1.075

1.023

1.539

1.130

0.696

Figure 15. Evolution, in degrees, of the upper limb angles
while performing a SHAP trial.

4.

Discussion

The UJI-Hand Toolbox hereby exposed, together
with the information provided by the Vicon’s
Upperlimb model, has proven to be a useful
combination to study the whole upper limb motion.
It has been successfully used in two different
laboratories
with
different
particularities
(resolution, camera layout, hand size), with and
without simplifying the UJI-Hand model by not
attaching CMC3 and CMC4 markers to the subject.
UJI-Hand model is provided as open source, so
this can be easily accomplished by commenting the
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indicated lines into the script of the Matlab®
function structuration_handdata.m.
The discussion arises with such modification.
Biomechanics studies on human motion stand on a
compromise between capturing and modeling,
avoiding compromising the motion to be analyzed.
The hand model with all CMC markers attached,
as described in [4], is more accurate to reality
(Figure 16, up).
Nevertheless, the movement of the CMC joints is
complex, combining F/E, Ab/Ad and P/S, although
it is factual that the joints of the index and medium
fingers barely move. Likewise, the movement of
the annular and pinky fingers at CMC4 and CMC5
is of small amplitude, so it is often simplified with
a single F/E DOF [15], as done in the .osim model
provided within the toolbox. If the necessity of
simplification occurs, the only affected angles in
the .osim model are those shown in Table 3, due to
the fact that the definition of the LCS at CMC3 and
CMC4 is slightly compromised and, with it, the
transformation matrices CMC3 TMCP 3 , C MC3 TCMC4 ,
CMC5
, and C MC4 TMCP 4 . The maximum variation
CMC3 T
observed due to this simplification was 1.8º (at
MCP3, with a light tool grasping posture). The
averaged variations for all these angles were in the
range from 0.9º to 1.5º (total average of 1.08º),
which may be considered negligible for some
biomechanical applications (Figure 16, bottom).
The other angles are not affected.
5.

this tool, the consistency of the obtained records
along the experiments can be validated.

Conclusion

Specific data acquisition and analysis procedures
have been developed and provided to the scientific
community. This work stands on existing
videogrammetric methods characterizing the gross
motion of the upper limb but has been
complemented with open source Matlab® scripts
to analyze the fine motion of the hand, and to bring
all the resulting anatomical angles of hand and arm
together to a unique .mot file. This way, the model
allows for the full kinematic analysis of the arm
and hand.
Two possible levels of accuracy for the analysis of
the hand have been discussed. Whichever the
researcher chooses, the obtained information set
provides valuable input to any characterization
analysis, design system, or the study of
pathologies. This model, with CMC3 and CMC4
omitted, has been tested by the University of
Strathclyde to systematically obtain the anatomical
angles of the upper limb and the hand.
The data generated is readable in the open source
graphical simulator OpenSim, with an improved
.osim model developed from a previously existing
version, also provided with the Toolbox. By using

Figure 16. Top, markers layout at both Ref and grasping
posture #9 [13]. Bottom, OpenSim simulation with the
anatomical angles.

Overall, the developed procedure is a novel
combination of techniques which can be used to
create structured databases, visually validated, with
great potential in collaborative workshops.
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